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case study
Operational savings and relief from the responsibility of hardware acquisition and 
maintenance were two of the compelling reasons for NteK to deliver its software as 
a service. Read how these real benefits are helping to shift the cloud fears of NteK’s 
customers to cloud beliefs as more and more applications are requested to be moved to 
the iland cloud.

Business Scenario
NteK Solutions is an IT company servicing the needs of business, 

industry and government. It develops custom software and 

deploys enterprise software for its clients, many of which are 

multinational companies with operations in the Americas, Europe 

and Asia. Its offerings include not only hardware selection and 

deployment but also application integration. Many of its clients 

are seeking the lowest operating cost solution that minimizes 

hardware investments, software costs, and personnel, while 

achieving high availability, disaster recovery and backup. 

The Challenge 
Nawaid Ausaf is CEO of NteK and explained that the company 

recommends a cloud solution to 80% of its clients due to a 

combination of geographically dispersed users and its clients’ 

desire for low costs. However, two forces have held adoption 

of the cloud at bay until recently. The first was the cost of 

bandwidth, which for a long time countered any savings achieved 

by moving operations to the cloud although that has changed 

significantly in the last 18 months. The second was that in areas 

outside of North America, clients had been tied to the belief 

that servers in their own buildings were more secure. Today the 

economic advantages, strong security measures and disaster 

recovery options are too compelling to be neglected. 

Company .....................................................................................  NteK
Size ..............................................................................................  SMB

Type ..............................................................................................  Software Developer

Industry ........................................................................................  Software Development

Cloud Application ........................................................................  Software Deployment/

      Disaster Recovery

Location .......................................................................................  Kuwait and Pakistan
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“Fear of the unknown has given way to the pure economics of a cloud 
solution. The cloud removes operational responsibilities, saves money, 
provides superior application performance to remote users around the world, 
and disaster recovery is seamless. Many of our clients are now pursuing a 
cloud solution approach,” commented Ausaf.

The company has Service Level Agreements (SLAs) for uptime and availability as well as for managing the 

software. Selecting the right cloud solution provider was critical for the company’s success and profitability. 

NteK needed the provider to run the cloud day to day but required access to the system for software and 

configuration updates. Its search for a cloud provider included the following key requirements:

 > More than one geographic location for performance, reliability, and disaster recovery

 > Excellent reputation for infrastructure uptime

 > Remote access to the cloud infrastructure and applications 

 > Strong security implementation and certification 

 > Use of VMware technology for easy deployment of new software and updates 

“Our services to our customers 
sit on top of the cloud provider’s 
infrastructure. The cloud provider 
must have impressive infrastructure, 
technology and an outstanding 
operational track record,” stated Ausaf.
 

The Solution 
After looking at several cloud vendors, the company 

selected iland based on its experience, reputation, 

multi-location operation and strong VMware 

technology utilization. With iland, the company has the 

option of deploying clients’ software on a dedicated 

infrastructure as well as the option for backup or 

disaster recovery in a multi-tenant scenario. The 

company was able to allay its clients’ fears about their 

software and data, while managing costs.
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Ausaf said, “We have every option we want at iland. We can manage the 
hardware, software and every nuance, so we can deliver a customized 
solution to each of our clients.” 

The Benefits/ROI
Ausaf explained that NteK’s clients are primarily looking at operational savings. The cost to develop and 

integrate software is essentially the same whether it is done for on-premise or cloud deployment. However, 

his company is able to deploy and manage software in the cloud at a substantial cost reduction. Deploying 

to the cloud also removes the responsibility for hardware acquisition and maintenance, which its customers 

now recognize as a strong benefit. 

“A lot of our international clients are still warming up to the cloud, but a 50% 
cost reduction in running and deploying in the cloud versus doing the same 
project on site is too shocking to ignore anymore,” he commented.

The Future 
Ausaf stated that most of the company’s clients are just finishing their initial cloud deployments. In the next 

twelve months, he expects many clients will ask if other applications can be moved to the cloud to generate 

savings and more redundancy. 

About NteK
NteK is an IT company servicing the needs of business, industry and government. NteK seeks to play a niche role 
as a provider of virtualization, disaster-recovery & data replication technologies. NteK Solutions is headquartered 
in Kuwait and began initial business operations in the fall of 2004.

www.ntek.com  | ausaf@nteksolutions.net 

About iland
iland Internet Solutions, VMware’s Service Provider Partner of the Year for the Americas, provides hosted 
cloud infrastructure services in North America and Europe that enable customers to leverage enterprise class 
infrastructure in the form of virtual datacenters with flexible billing and capacity models. Solutions include secure 
hosted environments for virtual servers and desktops, test and development, cloud-based disaster recovery, and 
hybrid cloud services to maximize the value of existing VMware based environments.

 
For more information, visit www.iland.com.
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